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Abstract: The goal of the study was to understand under what circumstances exposure to primes of women leaders can influence young women’s implicit and explicit identification with leadership gender stereotypes. Previous research has emphasized the importance of perceived similarity in terms of personality traits; the current study explored whether adding information regarding the role models’ motherhood status facilitated or impaired such models’ inspirational potential. Eighty-seven college women in the U.S. participated in the 2 X 2 design in which fabricated feedback indicated whether participants’ gendered personality traits were similar or dissimilar to six successful women role models, presented either as mothers or with no mention of mother status. As expected, exposure to the successful women leaders produced counterstereotypic implicit self-leader associations only in the similar mother-mentioned condition. That is, only the participants who were told they had similar traits to the women leaders who were mothers associated themselves with the agentic (counterstereotypical) traits of typical leaders. Explicit self-stereotypes were not influenced by either manipulation unless participants accepted the (false) feedback regarding (dis)similarity. Discussion emphasized the importance of perceived similarity as mediating the effectivenes of exposure to successful role models and the value of including information about the motherhood status of such models, at least for young women.
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1. Introduction

Despite women in the United States earning approximately 60% of all undergraduate and master’s degrees, nearly half of law and medical degrees, and over a third of MBAs [1], women still are underrepresented in leadership positions, especially in male-dominated fields. Women make up only 6% of Fortune 500 Company CEOs (2% in the financial services industry), only 20% of the management positions on corporate boards, and fewer than 20% of the members of the U.S. Congress [1]. Among the many factors that have been examined to explain the dearth of women in leadership roles, including sexism and structural barriers, e.g., [2], are factors related to women’s own career motivations and expectations for professional success. The current study focused on a subset of factors affecting young women’s perceptions of themselves as leaders: exposure to counterstereotypical women role models, perceived similarity to these women, and information about these women’s motherhood status.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Gender Stereotypes and Women’s Leadership

One possible reason for the lack of equal representation of women in leadership positions, especially in counterstereotypic domains like the STEM fields, could be that traditional gender stereotypes about women are incompatible with these positions. Stereotypes of women emphasize communal traits and democratic leadership styles, while expectations of effective leaders emphasize agentic traits and authoritative leadership styles [3-4]. If a woman does demonstrate agentic counterstereotypic qualities, however, she may be viewed unfavorably because she is behaving in a role incongruent way [5-7]. For example,
Rudman and Phelan [8] found that both men and women are likely to penalize women who exhibit counterstereotypic traits or who are successful in counterstereotypic fields. These female exemplars are deemed socially unattractive by both genders, creating a culturally shared perception of the backlash those who break stereotypes receive.

This negative stereotype of women leaders, and the negative social attention given to women who occupy this atypical role, can affect younger women’s career aspirations. Research with college students indicates that both men and women viewed leadership and managerial roles as positive; however, women students viewed the positions as less possible than did their male counterparts [9-10]. Women students also ranked leadership positions in a stereotyped feminine industry (clothing) as more positive than those in the stereotyped masculine industry (auto manufacturing), likely because they viewed the latter industry as particularly role-incongruent [6].

2.2. Changing Stereotypes: The Effects of Counterstereotypic Primes

A number of studies have explored how to change stereotypes of women leaders as role incongruent. These studies distinguish between implicit (i.e., non-conscious) and explicit (conscious) attitudes. Researchers [11-13] provide evidence that reduction of implicit stereotypic associations can be achieved by strengthening counterstereotypic associations. Due to factors like social desirability bias, participants are often discouraged from explicitly sharing certain beliefs; for example, explicitly stating identification with traditional gender role stereotypes where women belong in the domestic sphere. Measuring implicit stereotypes and associations can bypass these intervening social and interpersonal effects. The Implicit Association Test (IAT) uses reaction time as a measure of how strongly various categories and target attributes are associated [14]. When the category and target attribute are very highly implicitly associated, the participant has a quicker response time classifying them. This is compared with a category and attributes that are not associated strongly, and is demonstrated by the participant’s slower response times. Even if participants explicitly state that they do not buy into associations between categories, their implicit stereotypes will make some pairings of words easier to match than others.

Previous research has shown that these automatic unconscious implicit associations are sensitive to effects of priming [12]. Many have hoped that exposing women students to women exemplar primes can work to decrease their stereotypes regarding leadership. Actual findings relating to the ways in which exposure to primes of successful women exemplars impact women’s stereotypes have been contradictory and nuanced. In some research, exposure to successful women primes led to increases rather than decreases in gender stereotypes [15-17]. For example, Rudman and Phelan [8] found that college women’s exposure to primes of women vanguards led to a reduction in the association of the self with leadership, ambition and success. One possible reason for these findings is through the process of upward social comparison whereby participants exposed to successful women may feel inadequate by comparison [18]. This may be especially likely if the female participants have low levels of leadership self-efficacy [16-17] or believe that leadership qualities are innate rather than learned [19]. Another possible reason for these findings could be because the primes potentially activated the association of the backlash and negative social effects that participants could experience if they follow a similar nontraditional career path as the primes.

Other researchers, however, have found that in certain contexts, exposure to accomplished women can be beneficial and can decrease implicit gender associations [12, 20]. One of the key features necessary for exposure to exemplars to reduce implicit gender and leadership stereotypes is the perception that similar success is attainable for the participant [19, 21]. In Dasgupta and Asgari’s study [22], the more participants believed that other women, including themselves, could become as successful as the famous leaders, the less likely they were to express automatic gender stereotypes. Perceiving the success of famous female primes as attainable made seeing women leaders especially effective at reducing these implicit biases.

The current study was modeled on Experiment 2 of Asgari, Dasgupta and Stout’s [3] research. In their work, 66 female undergraduates were told that during their participation they would complete a few unrelated tasks, starting with what was framed as a generalized knowledge test where they were shown 16 primes of successful females in nontraditional fields. Participants randomly received false feedback based on a fake personality test that suggested they either were similar to the successful women (strong in agentic traits), dissimilar (strong in communal traits), or no comment on similarity was given (control). Participants in all three conditions then completed both a self-IAT and an explicit measure of self-beliefs; both measures assessed the participants’ associations between themselves and either leadership or supportive qualities as compared to men with the same qualities. Asgari et al. found that participants in the high-similarity condition exhibited counterstereotypic self-beliefs as defined by their scores on the leadership self-IAT; these responses were significantly different from both the control and low-similarity condition. In fact, the researchers found that the scores of the participants in the low-similarity condition were significantly more stereotypes than the self-IAT scores of the control condition. These results suggest that perceived similarity to successful women role models can increase women’s implicit associations between their own personality and leadership qualities. In terms of explicit associations with leadership qualities, only those who believed they were similar to the successful women role models increased the number of leadership qualities they explicitly associated with themselves.

The Asgari et al. [3] study (and other research by Dasgupta, [12]) is important because it demonstrates that
participants’ perceived similarity to counterstereotypic women role models used as primes could increase women’s implicit associations between themselves and agentic (counterstereotypic) traits, whereas changing women’s explicit associations required women consciously accepting the (false) feedback about similarity. One limitation of the research is that it ignores the effects motherhood concerns have on college women’s career planning. Including information about the primes as mothers could enhance the degree to which participants find the primes relatable and similar and could enhance the impact the primes have on both implicit and explicit attitudes. This was the focus of the current study.

2.3. Employed Mothers

Compatibility of a career with family responsibilities is an important factor in women’s career plans in ways it is not for men. American college women who said they valued family expect lower salaries than do men with similar attitudes [23]. Indeed, research has found these expectations to be realistic: being a parent decreases women’s wages but increases men’s wages [24]. The expectation of a motherhood penalty can become a self-fulfilling prophecy in that college students may not challenge the ideas that women deserve less pay or that women bear an unequal share of the domestic work [23]. These ideas have not changed much since the 1980’s, despite the fact that the majority of mothers are in the labor force [25].

If women in leadership positions or in counterstereotypic fields are viewed as transgressive in terms of violating the general stereotype of women, mothers in these positions could be considered even more transgressive [26]. Hodges and Park [27] found that female college students perceived their identity as parent and professional as oppositional, while this was not true for male students. This research found that qualities of professionals and fathers overlapped more than those of professionals and mothers, highlighting the antagonistic nature of women’s two main identities. Depending on which domain was primed, college women switched from one identity to the other; this constant switching depleted cognitive resources and complicated women’s view of employed mothers, preventing an integrated self-concept.

Many employers and co-workers also view women’s professional and maternal identities as incompatible. Employers judge working mothers using stricter standards than they do working fathers [28]. Women employees with children are perceived as both less committed and less competent than women employees who are not mothers, while men employees with children are thought of as more committed and actually receive pay increases [24, 29]. Additionally, employed mothers who work in traditionally masculine positions or fields were perceived to be less effective as parents than stay-at-home mothers [26]. These findings likely contribute to women’s career choices if they also want to be mothers.

An important research question is whether providing information about the motherhood status of successful women would counteract the perceived incompatibility of these two identities for college women. On the one hand, depictions of a successful woman who is also a mother might convey that reconciliation of the two spheres is possible; therefore, such women might be particularly influential in disrupting negative leader self-stereotypes in college women [30]. On the other hand, such women may be viewed as particularly exceptional and therefore farther removed from the average college woman than when motherhood is not mentioned. It may only be when the similarity between the successful mother role models and the college women participants is emphasized that such role models encourage counterstereotypical attitudes. When such similarity is not emphasized, the stereotypical disjunction between motherhood and worklife success should leave self-leadership implicit attitudes unchanged. The current study tested this prediction.

2.4. Current Study

The current study aimed to replicate and extend the methodologies and findings of previous research on the effects of similarity to counterstereotypic female primes on college women’s leadership stereotypes by including information about the primes’ motherhood status as an additional variable. Utilizing the Asgari et al. [3] paradigm, the current study investigated how differences in implicit and explicit self-representation relative to leadership characteristics were related to the degree of perceived similarity between self and prime, particularly emphasizing either the female participants’ agentic (counterstereotypical) personality traits, or communal (stereotypical) personality traits. Additionally, in a new vein of investigation, this study examined how the description of the exemplars as mothers affected the self-leadership associations both implicitly and explicitly.

The two independent variables were degree of similarity to the primes (similar/dissimilar using false feedback based on the Bem Inventory [31]) and information about the primes’ motherhood status (present/absent.) As in Asgari et al. [3], the dependent variables were both implicit (self-leadership IAT) and explicit leadership traits. A control condition where participants were uninformed about their similarity to the primes was omitted since Asgari et al. found that it served primarily as a baseline. Because we were interested in how women’s own associations with leadership would be affected by the independent variables, only women participants were used (similar to Asgari et al).

The hypotheses for the current study were:

1) There would be a main effect of similarity on implicit self-leadership stereotypes, such that women in the similar feedback conditions would have IAT results indicating more counterstereotypic implicit associations than those in the dissimilar feedback condition, whose IAT results would indicate more traditional leadership stereotypes. This hypothesis was based on the results of Asgari et al.’s [3] Experiment 2.
2) The main effect of similarity would be qualified by an interaction with mother status information such that participants in the similar mother-mentioned condition would have implicit self-leadership IAT scores indicating least adherence to traditional gender stereotypes and the most counterstereotypical associations. Because college women identify with their future possible selves as mothers [27] and because motherhood status can reduce backlash effects for female leaders [30], being told they were similar to successful women who were mothers was expected to lead to more counterstereotypical implicit self-leadership attitudes than would occur in the other three conditions (dissimilar mother-mentioned, dissimilar mother-not-mentioned, similar mother-not-mentioned). That is, those who were told they were similar to successful women who were mothers would be the group most likely to associate themselves with the agentic traits typical of leaders. No main effect of motherhood status was expected.

3) Explicit self-leadership stereotypes would change in a counterstereotypical direction only if participants accepted the feedback they were given in the two similar conditions, similar to the results found in Asgari et al.’s [3] Study 2. This pattern would be particularly marked in the similar mother-mentioned condition.

3. Method

3.1. Participants

Eighty-seven female students participated in the 2 x 2 study, with approximately 20 participants per condition. Participants were students majoring in various academic disciplines (34 natural sciences, 30 social sciences, 11 humanities, 7 engineering, 4 other) at a small liberal arts college in the northeast, from various class years (29% freshmen, 30% sophomores, 17% juniors, 24% seniors). Participants were recruited through word of mouth and through their psychology classes to earn extra credit for completing the experiment, which was presented as a study of the relationship between personality traits and how women think about and relate to leaders and leadership.

3.2. Materials

3.2.1. Primes

The primes used in the study were selected from a broader list of women leaders in a pilot study that reduced a list of 16 possible primes to a final group of six. Twenty-one college women answered questions related to familiarity, likeability, perceived level of success, and knowledge of the prime’s motherhood status. The six final primes (Abby Cohen, Eileen Collins, Marian Wright Edelman, Indra Nooyi, Sheryl Sandberg, Susan Wojcicki) were chosen to include a group matched on the measured variables (relatively unfamiliar, no knowledge of prime’s motherhood status, average likeability, and above average perceived level of success) and who represented a range of fields, ages, and ethnicities. (It should be noted that the study was conducted in 2015 before Sheryl Sandberg became well known.).

During the study, the vignettes paired with the final six primes included a brief biographical description of each woman’s achievements and either mentioned their status as a mother or contained no mention of their motherhood status. (All the primes had at least one child.) The mother-not-mentioned conditions were similar to the experimental conditions used by Asgari et al [3].

3.2.2. Prime Checks

Questions were asked to assess participants’ perception of the women leaders on multiple dimensions on 5-point scales (1 = extreme disagreement, 5 = extreme agreement). Participants completed measures rating the extent to which they were familiar with the primes, liked the primes, and how alike they thought they were to the primes. Participants completed ratings of how important having children and a successful career was to them and how possible and positive they think it would be for themselves or someone like them to attain a similar level of success as the primes. They also rated their admiration for and perception of how successful they thought the primes were.

3.2.3. Memory Test

A fake memory test was administered about the content associated with each prime in order to re-expose participants to the primes. For each prime, a question about her status as a mother was asked. A multiple-choice question was asked where participants had to match the prime to her correct vignette. Over half (N = 45) of the participants correctly matched all of the primes to their descriptions. Thirteen participants misidentified one prime’s description, 16 misidentified two primes’ descriptions, three answered correctly for half of the primes, one participant only correctly matched two primes to their descriptions, and one participant only correctly matched one prime. Although many participants did answer portions of the memory test incorrectly, the purpose of the exposure to the primes was not contingent on participants’ memory of the specific information related to each prime. Instead, what was posed to the participants as a memory test was essentially another priming activity, which allowed participants to be exposed to the primes’ characteristics, achievements, and, when applicable, their status as mothers, for a second time. Therefore, no data were removed from the final analyses, even if participants answered incorrectly during the test section where they were instructed to match the prime to her correct vignette.

3.2.4. Bem Inventory

Participants completed the short version of the Bem Inventory [31] which asked participants to rate how well 30 personality characteristics described them on a 7-point scale (1 = never or almost never true, 7 = always or almost always true). The Inventory yields two scores: a “Masculinity” score based on the average of 10 agentic traits (defend my own beliefs, independent, assertive, willing to take a stand, aggressive, strong personality, forceful, have leadership
abilities, willing to take risks, dominant) \((\alpha = .91)\) and a “Femininity” score based on the average of 10 communal traits (affectionate, sympathetic, sensitive to the needs of others, understanding, compassionate, warm, love children, gentle, eager to soothe hurt feelings, tender) \((\alpha = .93)\). The Bem Inventory was used because it is a measure of personality traits similar to the feedback and the implicit and explicit measures used later in the experiment. Additionally, because the Bem Inventory uses number ratings, it was plausible that the feedback participants received after completing the inventory was actually calculated by the computer from their self-ratings.

3.2.5. Feedback

Participants were told either that their results on the Bem Inventory indicated that they had gender counterstereotypic qualities (similar conditions) or that they had gender stereotypic qualities (dissimilar conditions). Descriptions were identical to those used by Asgari et al. [3]. Similar personality feedback emphasized participants’ agentic traits:

“You are quite similar to the women leaders you read about earlier. Specifically, you are quite likely to achieve a similar kind of success as the women leaders in your own professional life. You can be best described as an ambitious and highly motivated individual who strives for achievement. You are best suited for leadership positions and are capable of becoming a pioneer in your professional field. You are capable of influencing others and holding a powerful post within an organization.”

Dissimilar personality feedback emphasized participants’ communal traits:

“You are quite different from the women leaders you read about earlier. Specifically you are not likely to achieve a similar kind of success as the women leaders in your own professional life. Rather, you can be best described as a nurturing individual who is willing to give other peoples’ needs priority. You are kind and gentle toward others and are best suited for supportive positions in which you can best utilize your considerate and sympathetic nature. You are capable of expressing great sensitivity and providing a harmonious environment in your workplace.”

Participants’ perception of the feedback was measured with manipulation check questions that asked participants to rate how accurate the feedback was, indicate their desire for the feedback to be true and the likelihood that the feedback would be true of them in the future, and the importance of being defined this way, measured on 5-point scales \((1 = \text{extreme disagreement}, 5 = \text{extreme agreement})\). Responses to these four manipulation check questions were averaged to create a measure of general feedback acceptance \((\alpha = .87)\).

3.2.6. IAT

The IAT was run on the program DirectRT (Version 2012.4.0.166; Empirisoft Corporation; New York, NY). It was a self-leadership IAT, where participants were asked to match target words with first-person or third-person male pronouns, as used by Asgari et al. [3]. This procedure ensured that participants were comparing their self-leadership associations with those of the cultural ideal, stereotypically male, leader. The IAT used leader (leader; ambitious, assertive, achiever, successful) and supporter (supporter; helpful, sensitive, considerate, understanding) target words which were matched to either the first- or third-person pronoun categories.

The participants’ reaction times in matching the target words to categories were combined to calculate IAT \(D\) scores, indicating the extent to which their leadership self-representations were more or less stereotypical. IAT \(D\) scores were computed by subtracting the mean latency (reaction time) of responses in the stereotypical matching block from the mean response time in the counterstereotypical matching block, and dividing by the pooled standard deviation of all response times in the critical blocks for each participant. This method was taken from Asgari et al.’s [3] Experiment 2 transformation of IAT data into \(D\) scores. Positive IAT \(D\) scores indicate stereotypical self-associations of the participant and communal/supporter traits; negative IAT \(D\) scores indicate counterstereotypical self-associations with agentic/leader traits.

3.2.7. Explicit Measure

The explicit measure asked participants to rate the extent to which each of the five leader and five supporter words used in the IAT described themselves as compared to men on the same 7-point scale as the Bem Inventory \((1 = \text{never or almost never true}, 7 = \text{always or almost always true})\). As did Asgari et al. [3], two scores were computed: an average explicit counterstereotypical agentic/leader score \((\alpha = .84)\) and an average explicit stereotypical communal/supporter score \((\alpha = .80)\).

3.2.8. Demographics

The demographic questionnaire consisted of questions related to class year, major, and future career.

3.3. Procedure

Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four feedback x mother conditions (similar mother-mentioned, similar mother-not-mentioned, dissimilar mother-mentioned, dissimilar mother-not-mentioned). To begin the study, participants completed the informed consent form and used Qualtrics [32] to take the rest of the questionnaires, beginning with exposure to the six primes.

Each participant was shown the same six primes of women leaders, whose vignettes described their achievements and, depending on the condition, a description of their motherhood status. The information for each prime was presented separately on screen, and after reading, the participant advanced to the next prime. After seeing each of the primes, the participants were told that to help them remember they would be asked to answer questions describing what they thought about the primes (prime checks). Once they finished the questions, participants completed the fake memory test about the content of the biographies shown in the primes.
Next, the participants were instructed to complete a short personality test. Participants were told that they would be completing the Bem Inventory which measures personality traits, and that their scores would be used to give them feedback about their personality characteristics. Participants received one of the two possible feedback briefs, indicating their level of (dis)similarity to the primes and their possession of stereotypical/communal or counterstereotypical/agentic personality traits. They then completed the manipulation check questions, indicating the extent to which they accepted the feedback.

While the first half of the study was presented as trying to measure how participants view women leaders, the second half was presented as designed to measure how participants perceive leadership. The order of the self-IAT and the explicit measure were counterbalanced across participants. For the self-IAT, the experimenter started the IAT program and participants saw instruction screens that told them to take the test as quickly as possible without making any mistakes. After the participants were introduced to the IAT and read through the instruction screens, the data collection section of the IAT began. For the explicit measure, participants were told to answer a few questions about the words used in the IAT, and participants ranked the extent to which they accepted the feedback.

The demographic measure was always given last. At the end of the session, participants were partially debriefed. Full debriefing occurred following the conclusion of data collection, approximately six weeks later. The randomized and fictitious nature of the feedback each participant received was highlighted.

4. Results

Univariate ANOVAs showed that there were no significant differences between the conditions in terms of how participants rated the primes on their answers to any of the prime checks, or their performance on the memory test. Bem Masculinity and Femininity scores also did not vary by condition.

4.1. Implicit Beliefs About the Self

A factorial ANOVA was run to examine the effect of similarity and mother status on IAT $D$ scores. There was a main effect of similarity, $F(1, 83) = 7.98, p = .01, \eta^2 = .09$, and the interaction approached significance, $F(1, 83) = 2.33, p = .06, \eta^2 = .04$. There was no main effect of mother status. Participants in the similar mother-mentioned condition had counterstereotypic self-leader associations, while those in the similar mother-not-mentioned condition, the dissimilar mother-not-mentioned, and dissimilar mother-mentioned condition had stereotypic self-leader associations (see Table 1). A correlation matrix was generated to determine which measures, if any, correlated with IAT $D$ scores (see Table 2). Because Bem Masculinity scores correlated significantly with the IAT $D$ Scores, $r = -.45, p < .01$, a covariate ANOVA was run which used Bem Masculinity scores as a covariate. Although there were no group differences in the correct matching of the primes to their biographies, performance on the fake memory test was also used as a covariate. This was done in case poor performance on the memory test was related to the attention participants paid to the rest of the study, specifically the personality feedback and implicit and explicit measures. This ANCOVA revealed a significant main effect of similarity, $F(1, 81) = 3.12, p = .02, \eta^2 = .07$, and a significant interaction of similarity and mother status, $F (1, 81) = 2.31, p = .04, \eta^2 = .05$ (see Figure 1). The calculated group means were slightly different when the covariates were included, but the order of the conditions’ means did not change (see Table 1).

![Figure 1](image.png)

**Figure 1.** Interaction between similarity condition and mother-mentioned condition, using mean IAT $D$ scores. Negative scores indicate counterstereotypic self-associations with leadership stereotypes; positive scores indicate stereotypic self-associations. Error bars represent standard error.

### Table 1. The Effect of Prime Condition on Implicit and Explicit Scores and Feedback Acceptance (Means and Standard Deviations)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Similar Mother-Not-Mentioned</th>
<th>Similiar Mother-Not-Mentioned</th>
<th>Dissimilar Mother-Not-Mentioned</th>
<th>Dissimilar Mother-Not-Mentioned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$SD$</td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$SD$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAT $D$ Score</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAT $D$ Score (BEM Masculinity and Memory Performance as covariate)</td>
<td>-.14</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit Leader Score</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback Acceptance</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Means with different subscripts are significantly different, $p < .05$. Negative IAT $D$ Scores indicate counterstereotypic self-leader associations, positive scores indicate stereotypic self-leader associations. Explicit Leader scores are on a 1-5 scale, with higher scores indicating more identification with the leader traits. Feedback Acceptance scores are on a 1-5 scale, with higher scores indicating greater acceptance of the personality feedback.
To determine which means were different, a univariate ANCOVA was run comparing the four conditions’ IAT D scores with BEM Masculinity and memory performance as covariates. Results indicated that the similar mother-mentioned condition was significantly different than both the dissimilar mother-mentioned (p < .05) and the dissimilar mother-not-mentioned condition (p = .03). The similar mother-not-mentioned was not significantly different than both dissimilar conditions (p > .05). The difference between the two similar conditions was not significant, but trended towards significance (p = .07).

4.2. Explicit Beliefs About the Self

A factorial ANOVA was conducted to determine if either of the two manipulations had an effect on participants’ explicit identification with the leadership traits. The ANOVA showed that the main effect of similarity was not significant, F(1, 83) = .01, p = .94, η² < .01; neither was the main effect of motherhood status, F(1, 83) = .04, p = .84, η² < .01. The interaction also was not significant, F(1, 83) = .74, p = .39, η² = .01 (see Table 1). As shown in Table 2, there were significant correlations between explicit leader scores and ratings of career importance, r = .32, p < .05, and Bem Masculinity scores, r = .78, p < .05. An ANCOVA was run with these two variables plus memory performance as covariates, but the results were not significant (similarity, F(1, 80) = 2.14, p = .15, η² = .03; motherhood status, F(1, 80) = .24, p = .63, η² < .01; similarity x motherhood interaction F(1, 80) = 2.36, p = .13, η² = .03. Explicit self-leader stereotypes were not affected by either of the two manipulations for any of the four conditions.

4.3. Impact of Feedback Acceptance

Following the results of Asgari et al. [3], further analyses were conducted to examine whether the degree to which participants accepted the feedback they were given had an effect on their self-stereotypes, both implicit and explicit.

A factorial ANOVA was run to determine whether or not feedback acceptance was affected by similarity or motherhood status. There was a significant main effect of similarity, F(1, 83) = 47.89, p < .01, η² = .37, but no main effect of motherhood status, F(1, 83) = .01, p = .92, η² < .01; or of their interaction, F(1, 83) = .29, p = .59, η² < .01. Participants in the similar conditions (M = 4.15, SD = .60) indicated significantly greater feedback acceptance than those in the dissimilar conditions (M = 2.92, SD = 1.00) (see Table 1).

Following Asgari et al. [3], a linear regression was calculated to determine if the participants’ change in implicit stereotypes was related to their acceptance of the feedback. The linear regression used condition, feedback acceptance, and the interaction term as predictors of the outcome variable, IAT D scores. There was no main effect of condition, β = -.81, SE = .39, p = .13, but there was a main effect of feedback acceptance, β = -.77, SE = .31, p = .05, and the interaction was significant, β = .98, SE = .10, p = .03. To investigate the interaction further, regression analyses were performed separately for each of the four conditions, using feedback acceptance as the predictor of IAT D scores. Feedback acceptance was a significant predictor of implicit self-stereotypes for the similar mother-not-mentioned condition, β = -.46, SE = .25, p = .03, and for the dissimilar mother-mentioned condition, β = .44, SE = .16, p = .04. Higher feedback acceptance predicted counterstereotypic self-leader beliefs in the similar mother-not-mentioned condition, but stereotypic self-leader beliefs in the dissimilar mother-mentioned condition. Feedback acceptance was not a significant predictor of IAT D scores in the similar mother-mentioned condition, β = -.16, SE = .22, p = .50, or the dissimilar mother-not-mentioned condition, β = .06, SE = .22, p = .79.

Additionally, a linear regression was run to determine whether the participants’ explicit self-leader stereotypes were influenced by the type of feedback they received and the degree to which they accepted the feedback. The regression was conducted using condition, feedback acceptance, and the interaction term as predictors of the outcome variable, explicit leader scores. Both feedback acceptance, β = 1.05, SE = .35, p = .01, and condition, β = 1.46, SE = .44, p = .01,
had significant effects, and the interaction term was also significant, $\beta = -1.28, SE = .11, p = .01$. To investigate the interaction further, separate regressions were run for each of the four conditions to determine how the influence of the participants’ acceptance of the feedback depended on the condition. Feedback acceptance was a significant predictor in both the similar mother-not-mentioned, $\beta = .80, SE = .19, p < .01$, and dissimilar mother-mentioned conditions, $\beta = -.43, SE = .16, p = .05$. Like the findings on the effect of feedback acceptance on implicit self-stereotypes, higher feedback acceptance predicted counterstereotypic self-leader associations in the similar mother-not-mentioned condition as well as stereotypic self-leader associations in the dissimilar mother-mentioned condition. Feedback acceptance was not a significant predictor of explicit self-leader associations in the similar mother-mentioned condition, $\beta = .35, SE = .38, p = .12$, or the dissimilar mother-not-mentioned condition, $\beta = -.22, SE = .23, p = .33$.

5. Discussion

As predicted, the results of the current study indicate that participants’ implicit self-stereotypes were counterstereotypical only in the similar mother-mentioned condition, indicating greater identification of the self with agentic leader traits after being exposed to descriptions of successful women leaders described as similar and as mothers. Also as expected, explicit self-leader associations of the participants were not affected by either the manipulation of similarity or mother status. However, the more participants accepted feedback regarding (dis)similarity, the more likely both their implicit and explicit self-leader associations were to change in the manipulated direction in two conditions: the similar mother-not-mentioned condition, becoming more counterstereotypical; and the dissimilar mother-mentioned condition, becoming more stereotypical. The results partially support and extend the findings of Asgari et al. [3].

As Asgari et al. [3] found, college women who received feedback that their personality was similarly agentic to that of counterstereotypical women primes were most likely to indicate counterstereotypical implicit self-leader associations, whereas participants who were told they were dissimilar to the primes and more communal were most likely to indicate stereotypical implicit self-leader associations, supporting Hypothesis 1. Extending previous research, the addition of information about the primes’ motherhood status enhanced the effects of the similarity feedback: counterstereotypical implicit self-leader associations only occurred in the similar mother-mentioned condition, while the most stereotypical self-leader associations occurred in the dissimilar mother-mentioned condition although the two dissimilar conditions did not differ from each other. Thus, Hypothesis 2 was supported. As Dasgupta [12] and others [19, 21] have argued, perceived similarity is key to the effectiveness of counterstereotypical role models in changing implicit associations. When role models represent ways of being and behaving that are perceived as possible for the participant, they can disrupt stereotypic associations and encourage counterstereotypical ones. This explanation is supported in the current study by a pattern of correlations that indicates that the more participants rate themselves as like the primes and consider similar success as possible for themselves, the more counterstereotypic participants’ explicit self-leader stereotypes.

In contrast to the results of Asgari et al. [3], participants in the similar mother-not-mentioned condition did not significantly change their implicit self-leader associations as compared to the other three conditions. Perhaps being asked about the primes’ motherhood status in the memory test provoked a sense of difference between themselves and the primes for participants in the mother-not-mentioned condition. This possibility is supported by the finding that when those in the similar mother-not-mentioned condition accepted the feedback that they were similar to the primes, their implicit self-leader associations did change in a more counterstereotypic direction.

Regarding the explicit self-leader associations of the participants, the current study’s results found that participants’ explicit self-leader scores were not significantly influenced by either of the two manipulations, supporting previous research [3]. The brief presentation of the primes and the feedback information were enough to alter the implicit self-leader associations of the participants, but not their explicit ones. Previous investigations have suggested that more substantial dismantling of stereotypes or thorough presentation of counterstereotypical primes is necessary to significantly alter participants’ explicit self-associations in regards to leadership traits [22]. In this study, as in Asgari et al.’s [3], only those participants who accepted the false feedback they received about their own agentic and communal traits were affected by the similarity manipulation, partially supporting Hypothesis 3. The motherhood status manipulation modulated these effects: feedback acceptance was a significant predictor of explicit self-leader scores only for the similar mother-not-mentioned and dissimilar mother-mentioned conditions. The direction of the means suggest that participants who believed they had strong agentic traits similar to those of successful women primes who were presented without any mention of children were most likely to express explicit counterstereotypic self-leader associations. Perhaps mentioning the primes’ motherhood status evoked the conflicting identities of “mother” and “professional” [27, 29] that mitigated the counterstereotypic effect of similarity. In contrast, accepting the feedback that they had strong communal traits and were dissimilar to successful women primes who were mothers caused participants to explicitly confirm stereotypic self-leader associations and the incompatibility of motherhood and professional success. These results should be viewed cautiously, however, since the sample size of those who accepted the dissimilar feedback was small.

Feedback acceptance also affected participants’ implicit attitudes in identical ways as their explicit stereotypes: i.e., only for the similar mother-not-mentioned and dissimilar
mother-mentioned conditions. Although participants in the similar mother-mentioned condition changed their implicit attitudes the most and in a counterstereotypic direction regardless of feedback acceptance, only those who accepted the similarity feedback when motherhood was not mentioned changed their attitudes in that direction. Since the participants had rated that having a career as well as a family was important to them, it may be that both aspects need to be mentioned for role models to be most effective in disrupting implicit stereotypic associations. Asgari et al. [3] had not found feedback acceptance to affect implicit attitudes, only explicit ones. It may be that the feedback in the current study, supposedly based on the Bem Inventory rather than the short questionnaire regarding life goals used by Asgari et al., was more convincing to participants. Given the reduced sample size, however, these findings should be viewed as speculative.

The current study’s results partially support and extend the findings of Asgari et al.’s [3] Experiment 2, despite slight methodological differences: only six rather 16 primes, use of the Bem Inventory to manipulate similarity feedback, the priming “memory” test. The significant correlation between Bem Masculinity and implicit self-stereotypes suggests that for participants who already describe themselves with agentic traits, the association of the self with those traits occurs more quickly or more strongly, which could have impacted the implicit self-leader associations. Because this experience was not affected by the study manipulations but by the personal characteristics of the participants, the effects of the conditions were clearer once the Bem Masculinity scores were controlled for as a covariate during the analysis of implicit self-leader associations. Hoyt [16] found similar results using a measure of leadership self-efficacy: only women with high levels of leadership self-efficacy were positively inspired by highly successful role models.

The samples used in the current study and in that of Asgari et al. [3], while consisting of college women, might have differed as well. The current study could have used a higher achieving sample of students at a more rigorous institution, which might explain the differences in explicit self-stereotype findings. For example, participants in the current study did not rate the possibility and positivity of the participants’ success significantly differently, in contrast to previous research, which often found that college women perceive women exemplars’ success as extremely positive but slightly less possible for themselves or someone like them [9]. Additionally, participants in the current study rated the importance of a future successful career significantly higher than the importance of having children in the future, although both of these measures were rated as somewhat or extremely important. It also is possible that the present participants, who knew they were signing up for a study of women’s personality traits and leadership, might have been an atypically agentic sample; that is, they were relatively high in leadership self-efficacy to begin with [16]. The ways in which sample characteristics might contribute to the effectiveness of exposure to counterstereotypic primes merit additional research.

One possible limitation, as discussed in Asgari et al. [3], of providing the personality feedback to the participants is that the dissimilarity feedback might be perceived as more negative than the similar feedback. Evidence for this can be seen in the finding that participants in the similar conditions accepted the personality feedback significantly more than those in the dissimilar conditions. Especially for a sample of college women concerned with enhancing their potential future career success, receiving the dissimilarity feedback might have been upsetting and negative, which could explain why the similar feedback was accepted more readily. Although both types of feedback were worded with positively valenced qualities, they still might have differentially influenced the confidence or emotions of the participants beyond framing the primes as similar or dissimilar. One possible problematic aspect of the personality feedback might have been the very first sentence of each, which told participants they were either very likely or very unlikely to achieve a similar level of success as the primes in their professional careers. The reactions to the feedback could have been reactions to the statement regarding their probability of professional success more than the effect of emphasizing either the participants’ communal/stereotypic or instrumental/counterstereotypic personality traits. That is, the dissimilarity manipulation may have evoked a threat to the students’ identity rather than degree of identification with the presented female role models. Future studies investigating the effect of (dis)similar personality feedback should explore this further. Pilot studies could be conducted to determine if participants’ emotional reactions to the types of feedback are different, and should determine if similar patterns of responses result from feedback with just a prediction of future success or with just an emphasis on personality characteristics.

Another limitation of not only the current study but others which present participants with female exemplars is presenting primes whose success or field is not in line with the interests of the participants. This study attempted to provide variation in career type and field but four of the six primes were either CEOs, COOs, or otherwise involved in the upper levels of corporate management positions. While the exemplars all have different backgrounds and their academic training varied from law (law, the military, engineering, business, economics), these backgrounds could have been emphasized more clearly. Participants who have no interest in becoming involved in the upper-level management of large corporations or who viewed the majority of the primes as in business or economics might not have been able to relate to the primes as well or might not have been as influenced or inspired by their success. The problem with finding a more varied group of successful primes may be due to our culture’s definition of success and leadership. The ethnic and racial diversity of the primes also could be improved in order to enhance the possibility of participants relating to the primes.

Overall, this study adds to the research literature clarifying under which conditions successful female role models can
lead to positive self-leadership attitudes in young women. As other researchers have found, mere exposure to successful women is not sufficient; the key seems to be participants' perceived similarity to the models [3, 12, 16, 19, 21]. A novel contribution of this study is the finding that perceived similarity to successful women who are mothers may be particularly effective for young women. Successful women often deliberately keep their work and family statuses separate because of strong negative attitudes in the workplace toward working mothers [24, 26, 28]. Paradoxically, however, mention of such combined identities may be what facilitates attitude change in a positive direction, at least among young women. Because of the strong traditional disjunction for young women between career aspirations and motherhood [27], young women may need to see exemplars of how the two identities can be combined successfully before they can see themselves as prospective leaders. How successful women role models might affect men's attitudes is a topic in need of further study. It may well be that exposure to successful women who also are mothers may lead to an increase in negative attitudes to working mothers, at least among men who feel that their dominant status is threatened by such changes; e.g., [33].

As is the case with other studies that attempt to change participants' implicit stereotypes, the question can be raised whether such efforts, even when successful in an experimental setting, have a long-term effect or are related to actual changes in behavior (see [34]). Although stereotypical implicit attitudes often are correlated with discriminatory behavior, there is an absence of causal evidence. More research clearly is needed on this topic. Nonetheless, exposure to a diversity of potential role models of leaders, including women of varied race/ethnicities and motherhood statuses, can serve to challenge the stereotype that only men can be leaders [12, 20].

6. Conclusion

The current study's results indicate that exposure to counterstereotypical role models can change young women's implicit self-leadership associations in a counterstereotypical direction if the participants believe they are similar to the role models and if information about the women's status as mothers is included. Perceived similarity to successful women may also change explicit stereotypes, but only among those who believe they actually possess agentic traits. These results support efforts to increase girls' and young women's exposure to successful women role models, especially in non-traditional fields, in order to increase the numbers of women in future leadership positions. The results of this study as well as previous research suggest when such exposure occurs, female viewers need to believe that similar success is attainable for themselves. Thus the role models' similarity to the viewers and their ability to combine careers and motherhood needs to be emphasized. It should be noted, however, that although increasing young women's associations between themselves and leadership qualities is important, achieving gender parity in leadership roles will require action on societal and structural levels as well.
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